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Your Magnetic Heart
They say it takes 21 days to form a habit. They lie. For 21 days she
held on. But on Day 22, she would have given anything for the sweet
slumber of death. Because on Day 22, she realizes that her only way
out means certain death for one of the two men she loves. A haunting
tale of passion, loss, and redemption, The Paper Swan is a darkly
intense yet heartwarming love story, textured with grit, intrigue, and
suspense. A full-length, standalone novel, intended for mature
audiences due to violence, sex and language. Subject matter may be
disturbing for some readers.

Nightwork
Revolution is generally considered something external, explosive. In
this book, Bruce Frantzis, renowned chi master and author, challenges
readers to embark on an inner revolution to reclaim joy and happiness
in life, reverse the effects of aging and release their stress and
negative emotions. Chi adepts can consciously feel and work with all
the acupuncture meridians, internal organs and other structures in
their own bodies. Yet these are skills that most Westerners would
consider to be something out of science fiction and absolutely
impossible to achieve in real life. Drawing on forty years of training
in ancient Chinese practices, Frantzis provides readers with new and
startling insights about how life-force energy—chi—can help them
achieve enduring health and wellbeing. “The smooth, balanced flow of
your life-force energy is the single most important determinant to
your health, vitality and happiness,” he says. Instead of the “no
pain, no gain,” mantra of our over-caffeinated, stressed out culture,
Frantzis gives readers energetic fitness exercises that comprise the
unique Chi Rev Workout™. These transformative exercises teach readers
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to activate and strengthen their chi and to relax their nervous
systems. “The more you relax, the more health, stamina and strength
you will have,” says Frantzis. Frantzis reveals how once closely
guarded and ancient secrets of chi are the power behind:
—Spirituality, prayer and meditation. —Acupuncture and the potent selfhealing methods of chi gung (qigong) and Taoist yoga. —Enhanced sexual
vitality and intimate relationships. —Internal martial arts, such as
tai chi. —Divination methods of the I Ching.

The Secret
A New York Times Notable Book An Amazon Best Book of the Year A Barnes
& Noble Discover Pick An Indie Next Pick A Publishers Weekly Best Book
of the Year A Flavorwire Best Book of the Year An Elle Best Book of
the Year "One of the most harrowing, powerful, and imaginative books
of the year" (Anthony Doerr) about twin sisters fighting to survive
the evils of World War II. Pearl is in charge of: the sad, the good,
the past. Stasha must care for: the funny, the future, the bad. It's
1944 when the twin sisters arrive at Auschwitz with their mother and
grandfather. In their benighted new world, Pearl and Stasha Zagorski
take refuge in their identical natures, comforting themselves with the
private language and shared games of their childhood. As part of the
experimental population of twins known as Mengele's Zoo, the girls
experience privileges and horrors unknown to others, and they find
themselves changed, stripped of the personalities they once shared,
their identities altered by the burdens of guilt and pain. That
winter, at a concert orchestrated by Mengele, Pearl disappears. Stasha
grieves for her twin, but clings to the possibility that Pearl remains
alive. When the camp is liberated by the Red Army, she and her
companion Feliks--a boy bent on vengeance for his own lost
twin--travel through Poland's devastation. Undeterred by injury,
starvation, or the chaos around them, motivated by equal parts danger
and hope, they encounter hostile villagers, Jewish resistance
fighters, and fellow refugees, their quest enabled by the notion that
Mengele may be captured and brought to justice within the ruins of the
Warsaw Zoo. As the young survivors discover what has become of the
world, they must try to imagine a future within it. A superbly crafted
story, told in a voice as exquisite as it is boundlessly original,
MISCHLING defies every expectation, traversing one of the darkest
moments in human history to show us the way toward ethereal beauty,
moral reckoning, and soaring hope.

The Paper Swan
Allan and Barbara Pease are the world's foremost experts in personal
relationships. Their books, seminars and TV programmes have made them
household names from Australia to the UK and from the USA to Japan. In
their follow-up to the multi-million selling WHY MEN DON'T LISTEN AND
WOMEN CAN'T READ MAPS, Allan and Barbara use the same combination of
startling observation of people's actions towards one another, humour
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and practical advice to teach the reader more about what men and women
want from relationships, and how to get it.

The Full Monty
First time available in ebook! The Secret Daily Teachings, the muchloved companion guide for living The Secret day by day, is now
available in a new ebook format. Take the next step with The Secret
Daily Teachings—the much-loved companion guide for living The Secret
day by day is now available in a new ebook format. The Secret contains
clear principles on how to live your life in accordance with the
natural laws of the Universe, but the important thing for every person
is to LIVE IT. Now, with The Secret Daily Teachings, Rhonda Byrne
takes you through a year of teachings, sharing wisdom and insights for
living in harmony with the laws that govern all human beings, so that
you may become the master of your life. Building upon The Secret’s
powerful truths, your knowledge of the law of attraction is about to
expand far beyond what you can imagine. More joy, more abundance, more
magnificence—every single day of the year.

Siblings Without Rivalry
The authors show effective ways to reduce sibling rivalry and promote
cooperation rather than competition

The Secret Gratitude Book
Hero
The tenth-anniversary edition of the book that changed lives in
profound ways, now with a new foreword and afterword. In 2006, a
groundbreaking feature-length film revealed the great mystery of the
universe—The Secret—and, later that year, Rhonda Byrne followed with a
book that became a worldwide bestseller. Fragments of a Great Secret
have been found in the oral traditions, in literature, in religions
and philosophies throughout the centuries. For the first time, all the
pieces of The Secret come together in an incredible revelation that
will be life-transforming for all who experience it. In this book,
you’ll learn how to use The Secret in every aspect of your life—money,
health, relationships, happiness, and in every interaction you have in
the world. You’ll begin to understand the hidden, untapped power
that’s within you, and this revelation can bring joy to every aspect
of your life. The Secret contains wisdom from modern-day teachers—men
and women who have used it to achieve health, wealth, and happiness.
By applying the knowledge of The Secret, they bring to light
compelling stories of eradicating disease, acquiring massive wealth,
overcoming obstacles, and achieving what many would regard as
impossible.
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The Secret Daily Teachings
Discusses how a Buddhist approach to love can help break bad habits,
improve the bonds of partnership, and foster a more comfortable
emotional and spiritual environment that benefits both people in a
relationship.

The Meta Secret
A revolutionary approach to improving every relationship in your life,
Complaint Free Relationships picks up where the internationally
successful A Complaint Free World left off, with all-new methods to
help you overcome toxic habits and build strong, successful
connections with others. The original Complaint-Free movement has
exploded into an international phenomenon, with 5.5 million people in
more than 80 countries taking the pledge to create a complaint-free
life, as well as national media attention. As this movement expands,
it is clear that the real focus of achieving true complaint-free
living lies in our relationships. People complain to bond with others.
It's easy to feel connected by common annoyances. But most complaining
is about people, and this leads to negative and unhealthy foundations
for our relationships with others--from family, lovers and friends to
our more casual connections with people in our daily lives. ComplaintFree Relationships provides insight and helpful tools to see,
understand, and engage in our relationships through the lens of
complaint-free living. It incorporates new studies about complaining,
inspiring and illuminating stories from Will Bowen's experience both
as a minister and founder of the Complaint Free movement, and
practical exercises at the end of each chapter. By providing the tools
you need to escape the trap complaining creates--feeling unfulfilled
and inadequate--Complaint-Free Relationships offers new clarity and
encourages you to create happy, stimulating and mutually satisfying
relationships.

THE MAGIC
Barry Laverty, a recent medical school graduate, jumps at the chance
to join a rural practice in Ballybucklebo, Northern Ireland, until he
meets his boss Dr. O'Reilly, a difficult older physician with his own
way of doing things.

The Power
Rude Awakening
The saga of the legendary Courtney family continues in this fourteenth
installment in Wilbur Smith’s bestselling series—the sequel to 2009’s
Assegai—a thrilling tale of espionage, adventure, and danger, set in
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Africa and spanning from the Great War’s end to the dark days of World
War II. As a member of the remarkable Courtney family, Leon Courtney
knows how quickly fortunes can be won and lost. Over the course of
more than two centuries, generations of his family have risen and
fallen with the tides of history. Leon, too, has experienced his own
share of triumph and pain. In the wake of his beloved wife’s death,
the renowned big-game hunter is raising his young daughter, Saffron,
alone in colonial Kenya. In the 1920s, the continent of Africa is a
dangerous place. As Leon attempts to navigate the murky political
waters of this most exquisitely beautiful and wildest of lands, his
daughter grows into an independent and headstrong young woman bound
for a far different life in Britain, as a student at Oxford. But over
the course of more than two decades, spies, traitors, and adventurers
will dog their every step. As the fitful years of peace lead to the
outbreak of the Second World War—involving Africa once more—Leon and
Saffron must fight for their survival . . . and that of their
illustrious family. Wilbur Smith masterfully captures the tensions
that will spark a war across continents—and the uncertainty and hopes
of a father and daughter caught in its grips—in this engrossing novel
that delivers the fast-paced action and vivid history that have made
him a living legend.

Wealth Beyond Reason
Život ve vlastních rukou
Does it feel as if you’re fighting your body to lose even one pound—or
just to maintain your current weight? Respected health and wellness
expert and bestselling author Jillian Michaels has been there, too. So
she consulted top experts in the field of metabolism and discovered
that she’d inadvertently been abusing her endocrine system for years.
After “fixing” her own metabolism, she decided to share what she
learned by devising this simple, 3-phase plan that engages all the
weight-loss hormones (including the friendly HGH, testosterone, DHEA;
and the not-so-friendly: insulin, cortisol, and excess estrogen). In
Master Your Metabolism, discover how to: • REMOVE “anti-nutrients”
from your diet • RESTORE foods that speak directly to fat-burning
genes • REBALANCE energy and your hormones for effortless weight loss
Michaels offers a wealth of information throughout, including:
shopping lists and online shopping resources, hormone-trigger food
charts, how to eat “power nutrient” foods on a budget, smart
strategies for eating out, quick and easy recipes, as well as miniprograms for addressing PMS, andropause, metabolic syndrome, PCOS, and
menopause.

Bright-sided
Víte, kdo jsou prudi?i? Zajisté jich také pár znáte. Jedná se o lidi,
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kterým není nikdy nic dost dobré, tráva je p?íliš zelená a káva p?íliš
horká nebo studená. Jsou to chroni?tí st?žovatelé, kte?í svojí špatnou
náladou bohužel dokonale zaplavují i své okolí. Autor vám poradí, jak
si takové lidi nepoušt?t k t?lu. Na p?íkladu mnoha ?asto velice
humorných historek vám prozradí, že sv?j život m?žete perfektn?
kormidlovat sami za sebe, aniž byste museli slep? poslouchat n?koho
jiného. Poradí vám také, jakými lidmi se máte obklopovat a kdo vás
m?že nejvíc inspirovat a posouvat dál. A že se vám v život? vždycky
neda?ilo? Že jste párkrát spadli „na hubu“? I životní prohry a
p?ekážky, nemoci a rodinná nešt?stí jsou vaší nedílnou sou?ástí. A
sv?te, div se – mohou dokonce p?isp?t k vašemu budoucímu úsp?chu a
š?astnému žití. Dozvíte se n?kolik konkrétních tip?, jak žít svobodn?
a nezávisle, a p?itom nezapomínat na druhé. Nau?íte se, jak využít
každé šance, nebát se rizik a jak být zárove? obohacením pro své
okolí. P?ijdete na to, jak si osvojit um?ní být vd??ný. To je cesta,
na kterou vás navede Tobias Beck, jeden z nejúsp?šn?jších motiva?ních
?e?ník? v Evrop?.

There is More to the Secret
Reveals ten secrets about the forces of radiation and attraction at
work in all people that guides readers toward a new level of
consciousness and helps them attract only partners they desire.

The Science of Getting Rich
Tells the story of six unemployed, out-of-shape steel-mill workers
from Buffalo, NY, who pick up some extra cash by putting on their own
male strip show.

Tower Lord
The best-selling author and producer of The Secret offers inspiring
quotes and affirmations to encourage personal journaling and
reflection on gratitude and abundance, equipping individuals with a
powerful tool to transform their lives and experience more joy.
500,000 first printing. $250,000 ad/promo.

The Passion Test
Exposes the downside of America's penchant for positive thinking,
which the author believes leads to self-blame and a preoccupation with
stamping out "negative" thoughts on a personal level, and, on a
national level, has brought on economic disaster.

Mischling
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every
reader.
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How The Secret Changed My Life
Is it possible to believe in both God and the law of attraction? Isn't
this all just some New Age, "power of the mind" thing? If the law of
attraction works, why isn't it in the Bible – or is it? Questions like
these are being asked by people around the world after reading the
best-selling book, The Secret. According to the law of attraction, you
can have virtually anything desired if your mind is trained to put out
continual thoughts to attract it into your life. In this deeply
compelling work, Ed Gungor seeks to establish a more complete and
accurate representation of the power of the mind by explaining the
role that God plays in the equation. This book is not written to
attack but rather to examine what the author believes is misguided
advice while still speaking to the heart-felt need that is causing so
many to explore this ancient practice. Some of his views may surprise
you. There is more to the story that must be told.

Rozbal to naplno!
Atkinson's work is widely considered as one of the best among the New
Thought publications. All his lessons are funneling into one big aim:
how mind can conquer matter. Learn how to train and improve your mind
and to train your new powers. Contents: Foreword. Chapter I. The
Mental-Dynamo Chapter II. The Nature Of Mind-Power Chapter III.
Mentative Induction Chapter IV. Mental Magic In Animal Life Chapter V.
Mental Magic In Human Life Chapter VI. The Mentatitve Poles Chapter
VII. Desire And Will In Fable Chapter VIII. Mind-Power In Action
Chapter IX. Personal Magnetism Chapter X. Examples Of Dynamic
Mentation Chapter XI. Dynamic Individuality Chapter XII. Mental
Atmosphere Chapter XIII. Channels Of Influence Chapter XIV.
Instruments Of Expression Chapter XV. Using The Mentative Instruments
Chapter XVI. Mental Suggestion Chapter XVII. Four Kinds Of Suggestion
Chapter XVIII. How Suggestion Is Used Chapter XIX. Induced Imagination
Chapter XX. Induced Imagination In India Chapter XXI. The Ocean Of
Mind-Power Chapter XXII. A Glimpse Of The Occult World Chapter XXIII.
Self Protection Chapter XXV. Mental Therapeutics Chapter XXVI. Mental
Healing Methods Chapter XXVII. Mental Architecture Chapter XXVIII.
Making Over Oneself Chapter XXIX. Mind-Building

The Key to Living the Law of Attraction
Wealth Beyond Reason was written for those who have a strong desire
for Prosperity, and want it to come quickly and naturally. By taking a
scientific approach to explaining the sometimes metaphysicallycategorized "Law of Attraction", anyone of any background can claim
the Life they truly want to live, without limitations of any kind.
Created with skeptics in mind, this book gives you a full
understanding of nature's most prevalent physical law, and shows you
precisely how to purposefully utilize it in the you were intended: To
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create 100% of your Life experience, exactly as you most passionately
desire!

Mother, Where's My Country?
You are meant to have an amazing life! This is the handbook to the
greatest power in the Universe - The Power to have anything you want.
Every discovery, invention, and human creation comes fromThe Power.
Perfect health, incredible relationships, a career you love, a life
filled with happiness, and the money you need to be, do, and have
everything you want, all come fromThe Power. The life of your dreams
has always been closer to you than you realized, because The Power -to
have everything good in your life - is inside you. To create anything,
to change anything, all it takes is just onething…THE POWER.

Tools of Titans
A historical novel follows the life of Mary Magdalene, detailing her
privileged childhood, her prophetic visions, her study in the Great
Library of Alexandria, her fascination with John the Baptizer's cousin
Yeshu'a, and her role as teacher and advisor to Jesus.

The Secret Magdalene
Beloved by millions, this timeless classic holds the key to all you
desire and everything you wish to accomplish. This is the book that
reveals the secret to personal wealth. The Richest Man in Babylon is a
book by George Samuel Clason which dispenses financial advice through
a collection of parables set in ancient Babylon. Through their
experiences in business and managing household finance, the characters
in the parables learn simple lessons in financial wisdom. Originally a
series of separate informational pamphlets distributed by banks and
insurance companies, the pamphlets were bound together and published
in book form in 1926.

The CHI Revolution
"Fitness, money, and wisdom--here are the tools. Over the last two
years Tim Ferriss has collected the routines and tools of world-class
performers around the globe. Now, the distilled notebook of tips and
tricks that helped him double his income, flexibility, happiness, and
more is available as Tools of Titans"--Page 4 of cover.

An Irish Country Doctor
Darkblade, the great warrior of the Sixth Order returns home in defeat
from King Janus's war vowing to never take up a sword again, but fate
has other plans for him, in the sequel to Blood Song.
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A Complaint Free World
Use this key to unlock THE SECRET and live the life of your dreams
Following on from the hugely successful THE SECRET, this book is a
simple 'how to' guide for using the Law of Attraction to create the
life you desire. THE KEY explains not only what you need to know but
what you need to do in order to attract what you want in your life. It
addresses important issues of clarity, purpose and action. This
thought-provoking guide will take you step-by-step through the
processes of defining your dreams, goals and desires. And along the
way you will gain a greater understanding of yourself - a sense of who
you really are and why you are here. Your journey begins right here,
right now. You can change your life, increase your awareness and
empower yourself to create an amazing future - one that is filled with
love, joy and abundance.

The Richest Man in Babylon by Clason, George S. (2002)
Accessible to anyone of any faith or background, The Passion Test
takes readers on a journey to experience the transformation that
occurs when they determine what really matters most to them. Through
interactive sections, the book helps the reader to identify their top
5 passions, and provides guidance on how to align their life with
those passions. Combining powerful storytelling and profound wisdom
from the world's leading experts in self-development, The Passion
Testshows practical ways how the law of attraction can be used to
bring a life of unlimited reward and unconditional love.

Why Men Lie and Women Cry
This book explains the Seven Hermetic Laws, the Law of Corrospondence,
the Law of Mentalism, the law of Polarity, the Law of Cause and
Effect, the Law of Gender, the Law of Vibration, and the Law of Rhythm
and how they combine in different degrees to create the Law of
Attraction.

The Mystery of the Resurrection in the Light of
Anthroposophy
Unikátní a p?itom jednoduchý návod, jak hospoda?it se svým ?asem a
životem a najít cestu, která vás uspokojí. Tato kniha je práv? pro
vás, pokud se ráno probudíte a jste unavení a apati?tí. Pokud vám
život nep?ináší to, co byste cht?li. Pokud si ?íkáte, že musí být
n?jaká lepší cesta. Pokud máte pocit, že ?as i život jen tak b?ží
kolem vás. Pokud vás vaše práce nudí. Pokud nemáte vztah, který by za
n?co stál. Pokud se vám nelíbí to, co se z vás stalo. Pokud toužíte po
št?stí a napln?ní. Pokud toužíte po tom, aby se ve vašem život?
kone?n? stala n?jaká pozitiní zm?na. Dobrá zpráva je, že toho m?žete
dosáhnout.Autorka je profesionální životní trenérka a úsp?šn? pomohla
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nespo?etnému zástupu svých klient?, aby "kone?n? se sebou za?ali n?co
d?lat". Nikdo ne?íká, že dosáhnout života svých sn? je jednoduché.
Tato kniha však p?ináší jedine?ný návod, který se na rozdíl od
podobných knih neodvolává na nutnost spojení s vyššími bytostmi nebo
na náro?ná cvi?ení. Sta?í dodržet jednoduché rady a vzít sv?j život do
vlastních rukou.

Tajemství
Everyone wants to be rich, but do you know that there is a SCIENCE OF
GETTING RICH. This book explains in simple steps how you can first
ready yourself to earn more, without hassles or worries. From the
simplest question of who all can actually get rich, to the small steps
taken – like developing a will power, showing gratitude, getting into
the right business – have been explained in detail, in everyday terms.
Read on, and find out the secret behind changing your life and the way
your earn.

Mind-Power: The Secret Of Mental Magic
The Mystery of the Resurrection approaches the deepest mysteries of
the Turning Point of Time through Rudolf Steiner's spiritual research.
At its heart stands the question of the restoration of the 'phantom'
of the physical body, and its transformation into the resurrected body
of Christ through the Mystery of Golgotha. The author draws a broad
and differentiated picture of the tasks and possibilities that the
Easter event, as well as Ascension and Whitsun, present - both for the
individual and humanity. The final chapter considers the mystery of
Easter Saturday, through which the two polar aspects of the Mystery of
Golgotha - death and resurrection - interconnect, at the same time
explaining the relationship of the Earth Spirit to the interior of the
Earth. An appendix tackles the phenomenon of stigmatization from a
spiritual-scientific perspective.

Master Your Metabolism
Full of practical ideas and inspiring stories from people who have
already transformed their lives through the Complaint Free program,
you'll learn not only how to stop complaining but also how to become
more positive and live the life you’ve always dreamed about. More than
ten million people in 106 countries have used the simple principles
found in this book to eradicate the toxicity of complaining from their
lives. And, as a result, they have experienced better health, happier
relationships, greater career success and a significant increase in
happiness. A Complaint Free World will explain what constitutes a
complaint, why we complain, what benefits we think we receive from
complaining, how complaining is destructive to our lives, and how we
can get others around us to stop complaining. Find out how forming the
simple habit of not complaining can transform your health,
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relationships, career and life. Consciously striving to reformat your
mental hard drive is not easy, but you can start now by using the
steps Bowen presents here. If you stay with it, you'll find that not
only will you stop complaining, but others around you will cease to do
so as well and in a short period of time, you'll have a more positive
life. “A Complaint Free World is an engaging, enjoyable, easy-to-read
reminder that the only permanent, constructive changes you can make in
the world are the changes that you make in yourself.” –Gary Zukav,
author of The Seat of the Soul and Soul to Soul

Complaint Free Relationships
Drawing on the experoence of hundreds of past and present GM insiders,
filled with inttrigue and humor, dramatic moments, and vivid
personalities, top industry analyst Maryann Keller brings her
hardhitting insight to the once-unparalleled leader of an
industry--General Motors.

War Cry
FROM ZERO TO HERO . . . YOUR SECRET MAP TO A RICH LIFE What is your
true calling and why aren't you already living it? Imagine if there
was a map that showed you step by step how to get from where you are
now to your true calling and the life you were born to live - the most
brilliant, rich, fulfilling, and dazzling life you could ever dream
of. You are holding in your hands such a map. HERO is the map for your
life. By following the journeys of twelve of the most successful
people on the planet today, you'll learn how to use your inner powers
to overcome obstacles and to make impossible dreams come true. You'll
be inspired to find your own calling and start taking the steps toward
making the life of your dreams an everyday reality. Be the hero you
are meant to be.

THE SECRET PASSAGE(CD1???)(YOUNG ELI READERS STAGE 4)
An awe-inspiring compilation of the most uplifting and powerful reallife stories from readers of the worldwide bestseller The Secret.
Discover how everyday people completely transformed their lives by
applying the teachings of The Secret. Since the very first publication
of The Secret a decade ago, Rhonda Byrne’s bestselling book has
brought forth an explosion of real people sharing real stories of how
their real lives have miraculously changed for the better. How The
Secret Changed My Life presents a selection of the most heartwarming
and moving stories in one inspirational volume. Each story provides an
authentic, real-life illustration of the pathway that leads to success
in every area of life: money, health, relationships, love, family, and
career. The people in How The Secret Changed My Life show time and
again that no one is excluded from living the life of their dreams.
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Buddha & Love
One night in 1968, on the eve of the Soviet invasion, 13 year-old
Ondra and his younger brother Kamil are bundled into a coach bound for
their father's birthplace, a mountainous, forested village in northern
Bohemia. But when they arrive it becomes clear that this escape
promises its own perils, and the boys find themselves stranded in a
rural community riven with petty suspicion and stained by prejudice, a
borderland over which fleeing peoples, victims of genocide, and
trigger-happy armies regularly tramp. Growing up in this dark, chaotic
landscape, the two boys struggle to make a home for themselves, until
a series of unexplained deaths push them to make bold decisions to
ensure their survival.
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